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iiitrenchmentSy and devising rules of action. Before achieving
any result in this struggle, another trouble faced IJazrat-i~AT.fi.
He heard that Muhammad Maliffix Khan Bahadur in union
with Pulitiyur (Pulitevar) and other mischievous zamindars,
was making preparations for opposing iJazrat-i-Ala, hy building
the fort of Madura, seeking the help of Uaydar i\H Khan, and
sending Sampat Ray, the dwvan of Nawwab Shahkl, to Nizam
Pd* Khan to enlist his support. Ha?rat-i-AT.a pondered over the
matter, and even thought of postponing the idea of punishing or
destroying the enemy; yet he endeavoured outwardly to put on
a fearless attitude in accordance with his power to conquer
kingdoms. He assembled the sarddrs both Indians and franys
and said:—
"Many years of hard labour have gone by, vast treasures
and property have been exhausted, various kinds of difficulties
and inconveniences undergone, several armies wasted; niy
famous father, Nawwab Nasir Jang the powerful sardar and
others are dead. Now, after many a battle, when the image of
ruin of the capital ot the accursed enemy comes in view merely
by the help of God, a boil of disorder, such as this, brings with
it pain in the joints of the body of the kingdom. Although I
wish to treat this boil after removing the thorn of Phulcheri
from the foot of my labours, yet if I do not act according to
the wisdom conveyed by the following verse, 'A wire may
suffice to block a fountain, but when it gushes forth, even a
beam cannot', it is possible that the confusion may take root,
and its suppression may become impossible. But the attempt
now to punish these men will be like the saying, 'one head with
two aims/ And this should not be. So advise me according
to your experience and intelligence, and suggest to me a plan."
None came foward with any scheme of action, though all
were ready to obey the commands of llaKrat-i-A'la. But
Muhammad Yusuf Khan, seeking pardon for his daring pro-
posal, submitted humbly and with great politeness as follows:—
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